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2) outdoor recreation such as cycling and aquatic leisure, including any impact 

on the wellbeing, enjoyment and finances of users and non-users;  

 

 

Does Mandatory Helmet Legislation MHL make it more or less 

likely that a car will hit you when riding your bike? 

 
Around 90% of bicycle crashes causing serious injuries and death involve a motorized 

vehicle. 

 

So the question above must be considered: 

 
 

1. Do more or less people ride a bike with MHL? 

 

To me the answer is obvious, no one likes a helmet. 

Just a few of the stories, plenty of articles can be found to support them. 

 

 Everyone has heard people say they don’t ride because it is too dangerous or 

not safe. You ask about the helmet, a lot say if you need a helmet to ride then 

it is not safe. 

 

Plenty of information can be found that ridership was growing in Australia up 

to 1990 then MHL started and around 30% of riders stopped. It has taken 20 

years and tens of millions of dollars on bike infrastructure to get the absolute 

number of riders of around the1990s to above this figure, but as a percentage 

of the population we now have less riders than in 1990. 

 

BN has a figure that around 70% of the population would like to ride and 

around 30% will not ride no matter what is done. 

 

Of that 70% currently around 6-7% do ride, so around 63% are interested but 

don’t ride. 

 

The 63% are the people not riding for various reasons, the main one being 

perception of safety, real or imagined. A percentage of them do not ride 

because of helmets directly. These are normal people not biking enthusiasts, 

they just want to hop on the bike to go to the shop, milk bar, train station or 

even a friends place, and they wear normal clothes and are not in any rush.  

 



I have heard several mothers’ state, “I am not letting my little Johnnie ride his 

bike, it’s so dangerous you even need a helmet” 

 

A helmet is just one more reason not to ride, you need a lock you need lights. 

The lock you don’t carry the lights you remove and are small and easy to carry 

but the bloody helmet do you leave it in the rain or do you carry the awkward 

thing around. 

 

Let’s just guess that 10% of that 70% interested in riding without MHL 

decided to ride, that would roughly double the amount of bike riders. This 

itself may cause even more to decide to ride. 

 

So no matter how you read this, MHL does not make more people ride; MHL does 

reduce the number of people who ride. 

 

 

2. Personal question are you more or less likely to be hit by a car with more bike 

riders? 

 

If more people ride a bike i.e. it becomes more normalised that most people ride a 

bike every day/week/month then of course these people will be more aware of 

bikes. 

 

 Logic would say if you just got of your bike and then got into your car you would 

be very unlikely to hit a bike rider with your car. If on the other hand you never 

ride a bike and only drive everywhere, then of course bikes are invisible to you, or 

if you do see them they are a nuisance to be run off the road.  

 

If you drive down the same stretch of road everyday as most people do and you 

never see a bike, then you don’t expect to see a bike. If instead every time you see 

40 bikes then you will expect to see bikes and most people will then drive with 

extra care. 

 

So to me without any research it makes sense that the more riders on the road the 

safer it is for all riders. 

 

Lots of research indicates a very strong correlation that with more bike riders (or 

pedestrians) the safer it becomes; so the reverse is true with less bike riders the 

more dangerous it becomes. It’s called “Safety in Numbers” 

 

 

So now the final personal part of helmets and MHL as less people are riding than 

without MHL then the chances of you being hit by a car is greater.  

 

So in fact you have a higher chance of dying on a bike with MHL. 

 

When MHL has been repealed then the negative effects of helmets will be 

removed, more people will ride and statistically you will have less chance of being 

hit by a car. 

 



Then if you wish to wear a helmet it will be your choice and in fact without MHL 

then in fact you will be safer wearing a helmet. 

 

So if you believe you are safer wearing a helmet then you must believe in 

repealing MHL. 

 

Repealing MHL is the easiest and cheapest way to increase bicyclist numbers the 

cost to do this is zero, unlike bike infrastructure. 

 

And now a personal story: 

 

I started riding my bike in my street as a teenager in the 70s and for the first years 

I was not allowed to ride outside of our street. My parents reasoning was cars are 

too dangerous but our street only had our neighbours driving in it and our 

neighbours would not run over their own children. 

 

In these days all the kids played in the street, the street was our playground, as 

kids we allowed cars into our street but we did not make them welcome. The 

street was our cricket pitch and the perfect place to kick the sherrin around. Yes 

we never broke any car windows but many cars had a few extra dints added to 

them. The locals parked their cars in their garage this gave us the run of the street, 

it was ours. 

 

So over the year I did hundreds then thousands of kilometers in my street we 

invented every game possible and as children we were invincible, we had lots of 

crazy go carts and all sorts of contraptions that we built. We had lots of crashes, 

they were expected so as kids we all knew how to fall roll and flip to save 

ourselves. 

 

Often we had very competitive push bike races in our street on one of these races I 

was only just slightly ahead and about to win when my crazy mate lost control and 

crashed into the back of my front wheel turning it instantly 90 degrees around. 

This made a very effective break, my bike stopped on the spot and I rolled directly 

over the top of my bike flying backwards upside down for tens of metres before I 

crashed onto the bitumen hitting it with both of my shoulder blades taking the 

impact, this is where most of the energy was imparted I continued to roll and 

when I eventually stopped my shirt was torn and covered in blood on either side 

of my neck, yes it hurt like hell. My shoulders had several layers of skin removed 

in a rough oval shape from 60-80mm in length. 

 

The doctor said it really needs a skin graft on both shoulders but as the area is so 

wide it would be too difficult and it will eventually recover by itself. Every year 

for the next several years only my shoulders became sunburnt when the rest of my 

body was okay. 

 

The back of my head did not touch the ground even slightly no scratches no torn 

hair.  

 

Lucky for me this was decades before MHL existed. 

 



If I was wearing a helmet all of this energy would have transferred into the helmet 

catching on the very rear bottom of the helmet providing zero protection to my 

head energy would be transferred directly via the strap to my chin then with a 

massive jerk to my head and then my neck. The most likely outcome would be a 

broken neck if I was lucky or death or full paralysis if I was not so fortunate. The 

helmet increases the physical head area so that it becomes impossible to tuck ones 

head in to avoid destroying your head and neck. 

 

Despite all of my antics and huge risk taking as a teenager in the 70s never at any 

stage did my head hit the ground. I have no doubt at all this was because I never 

wore a helmet. 

 

**** 

 

Some Bicycle group and medical bodies, insist that bicyclists must be forced to 

wear a helmet, whilst well-meaning these people are misguided and simplistic.  

 

They often quote the success of mandating seat belts. 

 

Let’s just examine this: The seat belt protects the motorist from whom? Motorists 

drive a weapon, it is a motor car so when the motorist crashes his weapon he 

protects himself, let’s just say that during this crash a bicyclist was hit by the 

motorist at the same time. The bicycle rider is not mandated to wear a helmet to 

protect himself the bicyclist must wear the helmet to protect him from the weapon 

driving motorist. 

 

The bike helmet does not stop the motorist hitting the bicyclist. 

 

As is plain to see these harm reduction devices are not comparable. 

 

Why do I say people wishing MHL are simplistic? Because they fail to measure 

that what you can’t see. We cannot see the 63% of people that would like to cycle 

that are not riding in part because of MHL they do not get injured on a bicycle 

because they don’t ride they are not measured in the stats. So do these people just 

sit at home and go nowhere? No they are motorist because the choice to ride has 

been removed for them, these people that never ride are the motorist that crash 

into you on your bicycle. 

 

I am sure I do not need to go through the long list of why cycling is good for a 

person and also good for the community. 

 

Can you imagine that just for one day that it was possible for everyone to get 

around on a bicycle and zero motorized trips occurred, on that day the transport 

death’s and serious injures would be virtually zero instead of the several deaths 

and hundreds of injuries that does occur every day on our Australian roads. 

 

So the question for this enquiry is: 

 



Do you wish to encourage as many people as possible to ride a bicycle or do you 

intend to continue with the Mandatory Helmet Legislation to discourage current 

and potential future bicyclists. 

 

MHL in Australia is a failed long term experiment, many other countries use 

Australia as a case study as to why they will not have MHL. 

 

I recommend that MHL laws be repealed for all people in Australia. 

 

I wish to ride my bicycle on roads as safely as possible by removing peoples 

freedom of choice MHL has made it more dangerous for me to ride my bike. 

 

Bicyclist that wish to still use a helmet have freedom of choice but they will not 

be fined for choosing to be helmet free. 

 

 

Bruce Sutherland 

  


